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This book is for those who believe
that with co-operation and understanding,
incredible things can happen.
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1
A new neighbour

H

erbert Peabody was a farmer who grew
fruit and vegetables in his big, big vegetable
patch at Mulberry Tree Farm. Herbie, as
he was known to his family and friends, was a
very good farmer and he worked hard to make
sure his fruit and vegetables were the best he
could grow.
One morning, like every other morning, the
old rooster who lived in the chicken coop next
to the big vegetable patch crowed his morning
call. Herbie popped out of bed, dressed himself
in his favourite overalls with the green pocket,
and headed to the kitchen. He made himself a
breakfast of muesli with nuts and honey, and
tea with real tea-leaves, because tea tasted better when it came from a teapot.
1
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It was a sunny spring day, and after breakfast, Herbie brushed his teeth and pulled on
his green Wellington boots. Usually, he read
the newspaper because he liked to know what
was going on in Huffelton, the town near Mulberry Tree Farm, but today he was going into
town to watch his nephew, Digby, play in the
football grand final and see his niece, Clementine, perform in the school band as part of
the half-time entertainment. This meant he
needed to have all of his chores finished by
lunchtime.
“Wow!” he exclaimed as he approached the
vegetable patch to start his work for the day.
Little flowers were scattered all over the plants.
Some were white, others were bright yellow, and
some were still green buds.
As Herbie peered closer, the soil around one
of the stalks moved and out popped Worm. He
was Herbie’s neighbour and lived in the vegetable patch.
“Good morning, Herbie!”
“Hello, Worm. It is indeed a very good morning. These little flowers have burst out for the
2
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first time and this means the very beginning of
the fruit and vegetables growing.”
“The flowers look very beautiful and they
smell wonderful!”
“They do. The bees think so too. Look at that
bee hovering over the broccoli.”
The bee noticed Herbie and Worm and buzzed
over.
“Hello, busy bee!” said Herbie as he stepped
out of the way to let the bee pass. He knew that
bees could sting, so he was very careful when
he was around them. The sting could hurt and
bees had better things to do, so it was best for
Herbie and the bee if they both went about their
own business.
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But this bee didn’t seem to want to go on with
her own business. She hovered and buzzed, and
buzzed and hovered and finally landed on the
cucumber flower, right next to Worm.
“Good afternoon,” said the bee. “My name is
Bee.”
“I’m Herbert Peabody,” said Herbie, “but everyone calls me Herbie.”
“And I’m Worm,” said Worm.
“It’s nice to meet you, Herbie and Worm. Herbie, I can’t help but notice your extraordinary
vegetable patch.”
“Thank you. I work hard so that I can grow
the best fruits and vegetables.”
“Yes, you’re famous in Huffelton. That’s where
I live …” started Bee. “Well, used to. My family
and I are looking for a new home.”
“That’s exciting!” said Herbie.
“It would be, but new homes are becoming
hard to find. Would you mind if we flew around
your farm to see if there’s a good spot to build
a hive?”
“Not at all. I’d be delighted!”
Herbie had never had a beehive on Mulberry
4
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Tree Farm, and he thought it might cheer Bee
up if he made up a special rhyme.
Herbie tapped his left foot to make a rhythm.
Growing flowers in the garden
Is a very important thing
They help make fruit and veggies
But there’s something else they bring.
His left foot started stomping. Bee joined in
and Worm bobbed.
Busy bees come visiting
Buzzing through the flowers
The pollen on the stamen
Has special magic powers!
Then Herbie started bouncing, Bee buzzed
and Worm wiggled.
The bees help spread the pollen
As they fly around
And this helps fruit and veggies grow
Up out of the ground!
6
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Then Herbie started jumping, Bee buzzed
harder and Worm wiggled faster.
Yo, grow!
Yo, grow,
Yeah, grow,
Yo, GROW!
And Herbie jumped high in the air and landed
on one foot, almost toppling over.
Bee and Worm giggled.
“That’s amazing,” said Worm, smiling at Bee.
“I always wondered why you flew to so many
flowers.”
“Yes,” said Bee. “Flowers aren’t only beautiful;
they are also very important for us to help the
plants grow.”
“That’s right, Bee,” said Herbie. “You and your
family help me to run my big, big vegetable
patch, so whenever I see you, I let you get on
with your important work because you are very
busy. And now, I’d best be off too. I need to get
to the grand final!”
“Come on, Brumbies!” clapped Bee.
7
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“Go, Huffelton Brumbies!” cheered Worm.
Bee waved goodbye and Worm wiggled
because worms can’t really wave, and Herbie
tipped his hat. And as he headed over to his
rumbling green truck to drive to town, Herbie had no idea that he was going to be part of
something very big that would change Huffelton forever.

8

2
The empty garden

H

erbie drove down the white pebbly driveway of Mulberry Tree Farm out onto the
road to Huffelton. Through the dark green
corridor of tall pine trees he went, past Huffelton Lake with the pier with three rowboats tied
to it and then he turned right into Huffelton
School where the football field was.
Half the crowd was dressed in blue and orange,
the colours of the Huffelton Brumbies, Digby’s
football team. The other half was dressed in
purple and green, the colours of the Dimbaloo
Dukes. Herbie parked his truck and headed into
the sea of people.
“HERBIE!” trilled a voice above the hullabaloo. It was his sister, Henrietta, Clementine and
Digby’s mum. “Oh, HERBIE! I am so excited for
9
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Digby and Clementine. It’s a big day for both of
them.”
“It is. I am a very proud uncle. And I am a very
proud brother because I hear that you are starring in the musical that’s coming to Huffelton.”
“Oh, Herbie, you flatter me! I will be sure to
get you a ticket.”
The teams ran out onto the field and the band
played the team songs. Some of the players were
so excited to be in the grand final that they forgot to sing!
When the players had settled, the referee blew
his whistle, the siren blared, and the match began.
It was an exciting first half with lots of action. Digby’s teammate Sebastian scored
a goal and then the captain of
the Dimbaloo Dukes did too.
Scores were level as Clementine
rocked out on her guitar in the
half-time entertainment. With
four minutes to go, the captain
of the Dimbaloo Dukes lined
up to take a shot. The Huffelton
Brumbies’ goalkeeper saved the
1 1
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goal with a punch so big that the ball sailed above
Herbie’s and Henrietta’s heads, over the sports
ground fence and bounced into the yard of the
big house next door.
The referee blew the whistle to stop play and
ran towards the spot where the ball had disappeared. Suddenly, everyone was silent. The
players stood like statues on the field, wondering who would be the one to go into the grounds
of the big, old house.
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“I’ll get it!” called Herbie.
The crowd erupted with excitement, and the
players jigged about. It was very tense!
“Be careful, Uncle Herbie!” shouted Clementine as she jumped up from her seat.
With all the noise Herbie didn’t hear her, and
he set off towards the entrance to the grand
house. He hurried past a large thorny bush and
came to a clearing. Two big heavy iron gates
stood before him. Crumbly dark red paint
had fallen from the latch and collected on the
ground. On either side of the gates was a tall
rusty fence covered with an old prickly hedge.
“Hello!” called Herbie, rattling the gates. “Is
anybody there? There is a football in your yard
that I need to find.”
No one answered.
“Hello!” he called again, giving the gates
another shake, and, with that, the latch lifted,
the hinges creaked and the gates slowly swung
open.
As Herbie ventured through, a big grey cloud
drifted across the sky, blocking out the sunshine.
A chilly wind seemed to have picked up, and
1 3
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Herbie shivered as he looked to see if he could
find the ball. The grounds were very large and
very bare. There was no grass or any flowers; just
a big blank space that felt very cold and lonely.
Herbie headed up through the dusty grounds
to the big old house standing all alone, looking
very empty and sad. Herbie counted three storeys and then saw the tower that would have
once overlooked Huffelton Lake and the pier,
but the curtains were drawn at every window.
There was a porch that would have once been
a lovely place to have afternoon tea, but there
was not one chair to sit on.
“Hello!” Herbie called out. “Can anyone hear
me?”
He saw the ball sitting all alone in a ditch that
seemed to once have been part of an old hedge
maze. As he hurried towards it, he stumbled
over a roll of string.
“Dear me,” said Herbie as he reached down
to pick it up. “This would have been perfect for
tying up tomato plants.”
He placed the roll of string on top of a broken
upside-down pot.
1 5
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“And this would have been just the thing to dig
over the veggie patch,” said Herbie as he hastily
propped up a rusty old shovel onto a splintered
fence post. “I just wish that I could bring this
beautiful garden back to life.”
He took one last glance before retrieving the
ball, then headed back through the rusty gates,
hauled them shut, and hurried back to the
sports field. And even though he hadn’t noticed,
the curtains in the window next to the front
door of the old dark three-storey house rustled.
Someone had been watching Herbie and seen
everything he’d done.

1 6
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The Voice That
Belongs To Nobody

H

erbie hurried back around to the sports
ground and the crowd cheered as he kicked
the ball to the referee. Play resumed and
scores were level with three minutes to go. In
the final minute, Digby booted a goal and the
crowd celebrated as the final siren sounded.
“It’s the Huffelton Brumbies by one goal!”
announced a crackly voice over the loudspeaker.
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Herbie was very happy. He and Henrietta ran
out onto the field with the rest of the crowd and
found Digby covered in mud.
“WELL DONE, DIGBY!” Henrietta shouted as
she hugged him, covering herself in mud too.
“Aw, Mum …” moaned Digby, but he didn’t
really mind.
1 8
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Clementine raced over and high-fived him.
“You were fabulous!”
“You were actually pretty good yourself.”
Herbie’s left foot started tapping.
Hooray for Digby’s winning goal
And Clementine’s rocking song
I’m a very proud uncle
And so glad I came along!
And he high-fived Digby and Clementine.
“I’ll see you later,” said Digby as he ran off with
his teammates. The Huffelton Brumbies were
heading to Theo Knead-a-lot’s famous bakery
in town for a victory feast.
“Uncle Herbie, you were so brave to go into old,
haunted Huffelton House!” said Clementine.
“Haunted Huffelton House?” asked Herbie.
“Yes!” said Clementine, shivering. “The Voice
That Belongs To Nobody lives there! The Voice
That Belongs To Nobody is so mean that even
the garden is too scared to grow and now it’s
just a big pile of dust.”
“Oh, surely it’s not as bad as that, Clementine,”
1 9
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said Henrietta, smiling. “Whoever it is just
seems to hide away from everyone and everything.”
“I’ve never heard of The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody,” said Herbie.
“You’ll never meet it either,” said Clementine.
“Once when we were playing softball at school,
my friend Mary-Anne hit the ball over
the fence into Huffelton House so she
and our teacher Miss Winkle went
in to get it. They rang the big brass
bell that hangs at the door three
times and no one came. Then on
the fourth time, a nasty voice
shouted at them and told them
to leave right away, or there would
be big trouble!”
“How odd,” said Herbie. “Thankfully, not
everybody is so unpleasant.”
“What do you mean?” asked Clementine.
“Mulberry Tree Farm will soon have a beehive!”
“How excellent!” exclaimed Henrietta.
“But don’t bees sting?” asked Clementine.
“Sometimes, but only if they’re scared. If you
2 0
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have a beehive, you can learn how to collect the
honey without disturbing the bees, and you
wear special clothes to protect yourself from
any bees that do get worried about what you’re
doing,” explained Herbie.

“I remember there used to be a beehive near
a very large vegetable patch in the gardens at
Huffelton House. The hive and veggie patch
were well known in town for their wonderful
produce,” said Henrietta.
“That was until The Voice That Belongs to
2 1
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Nobody came along to Huffelton House and
scared everything away, including the bees!”
added Clementine.
“Well, it’s getting late and unlike The Voice
That Belongs To Nobody, we have to be home
to answer the door when Digby is dropped off.”
They hugged and said goodbye and Herbie set
off to his rumbling green truck to drive back to
Mulberry Tree Farm.
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The garden that disappeared

H

erbie soon arrived back at Mulberry Tree
Farm very eager to get out to his big, big
vegetable patch. As he pulled on his green
Wellington Boots, Bee flew by.
“Hello, Herbie!” said Bee, sounding much
more cheery.
“Hello, Bee!” said Herbie. “How did you go
finding a spot for a new beehive?”
“Very well, thank you. My family has decided
we’ll set up hive in a big old tree behind the
cow paddock. And how did you enjoy the grand
final? I hear the Huffelton Brumbies won.”
“Yes, they did. It was an excellent match.”
“It is a great sports ground down there. My
grandmother used to live next door to that oval
in a very beautiful garden at Huffelton House,”
2 3
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said Bee, looking off into the distance, “but that
was a long time ago now.”
“Your grandmother lived at Huffelton House?”
asked Herbie.
A sad look came across Bee’s face. “My poor
grandmother …” she mumbled. “It’s just a very
sad story. And in a way, it’s similar to what is
happening to my family now. You see, Herbie,
there seems to be less flowers around the place
these days for us to collect pollen from.”
“Really? But flowers are so important. They
give you the pollen that you need to help us
grow food.”
“I know,” replied Bee, “but people just don’t
seem to have the time to spend in gardens these
days, and there are not enough people to help
to look after them. That’s why we’re very happy
we found your vegetable patch.”
“I’m glad you did too, and I’m very pleased that
you are my new neighbour.”
“Come and see us whenever you like,” said Bee
and she buzzed away.
Herbie began weeding and some of Bee’s family buzzed and waved as they collected pollen. As
2 4
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Herbie dug some compost into the far end of the
patch, he noticed the soil near the zucchini flowers starting to move — and out popped Worm.
“Hello, Herbie! I see the little seedlings are
starting to poke their heads through this lovely
crumbly soil!”
“Hello, Worm. Yes, I love seeing the way they
grow from tiny seeds into fruit and vegetables
that we eat. It is just like magic!”
Worm was in a hurry to eat more crumbly
dirt, so he wiggled a goodbye, and as Herbie
was peering at the tomatoes, his friend, Ladybug, fluttered by.
“Hello, Herbie! How are you?” she said.
“Hello, Ladybug. I’m well, thank you. And you?”
“I’m a Huffelton Brumbies’ fan so I couldn’t be
happier,” she beamed.
2 6
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“Can I ask you something?”
“Of course.”
“Do you know anything about the big beautiful
garden at Huffelton House that disappeared?”
“Ah yes, it was a long time ago now. Mr Huffelton, after whom the town is named, built the
grand three-storey house with the tower as a gift
for his wife. She was an excellent gardener and
Mr Huffelton had plans drawn for a garden especially for her. Mrs Huffelton put her own stamp
on the plan, and it was as though she had a magic
touch. Every season, the garden would brim with
beautiful flowers, and when the beehive and vegetable patch were added, Huffelton House came
to produce the tastiest honey and some of the
most delicious vegetables in the whole district.”
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“What happened to the Huffeltons?” asked
Herbie.
“No one really knows,” replied Ladybug. “Some
say that they moved far away, and others say
they just disappeared.”
“How strange,” said Herbie. “And now it seems
the magic of the garden has disappeared too
and there is nothing. I can’t understand how
this could have happened.”
“It’s a mystery,” said Ladybug.
Herbie was confused. Everyone knew about
the amazing garden that was once at Huffelton House, but no one could tell him where the
Huffeltons had gone or why their garden had
disappeared. Something needed to be done to
solve this mystery. And it was up to him to do it.
“We need to find out what happened, for
Bee and her family’s sake,” said Herbie. “I will
go back and visit The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody and see if it can help me.”
Ladybug stared with wide eyes. “You went
there?” she stammered.
“Yes, I went to Huffelton House to retrieve the
football for the grand final. I called out to see if
2 8
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anyone was home, but there was no answer. Now
I think it’s time that The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody explains what really happened to the
beautiful garden at Huffelton House.”
“Perhaps I should come with you,” suggested
Ladybug.
“Yes, that’s a fabulous idea!” said Herbie.
So Herbie and Ladybug headed over to the
rumbling green truck to drive back into Huffelton to find out what had happened to the
beautiful garden at Huffelton House.

2 9
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D

own the pebble driveway went Herbie
and Ladybug in the rumbling green truck,
through the dark green corridor of pine trees,
past Huffelton Lake and to the sports ground.
Herbie drove around the back to the entrance of
Huffelton House and stopped the truck.
“There it is,” whispered Ladybug. “Huffelton
House, where the beautiful garden used to be.”
They hopped out of the truck and headed up
to the big heavy iron gates. Herbie gave them a
good shake, and with that the latch lifted and
the gates swung open.
They went through and looked around to see
the lonesome place that had once been home to an
amazing beehive and wonderful vegetable patch.
3 1
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“No wonder Bee’s grandmother had to move,”
sighed Ladybug.
“I know,” said Herbie. “Come on, let’s see if
The Voice That Belongs To Nobody will talk to
the two of us.”
They headed onto the porch to the front
door and found the big old brass bell. As Herbie grabbed the rusty chain to ring it, the chain
fell right off and landed in a big urn that once
would have had a plant growing in it.
“Oh dear! Now I will have to fix this bell.”
The urn was full of old cardboard boxes, and
as Herbie rummaged around, he saw a very
familiar stamp.
“Ladybug, look at this! They’re from Theo’s
famous bakery!”
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“Stop looking in my urn!” crackled a bossy
voice from behind the door.
Herbie and Ladybug jumped back with surprise. The voice sounded a little like the voice
that had announced the Huffelton Brumbies’
win, as though it was coming through a speaker.
“Er, hello, I’m Herbert Peabody. Who are you?”
“NOBODY,” yelled the voice. Herbie frowned.
A voice had to come from somebody!
“We were just wanting to find out about the
garden—”
“Go away!”
“Come on,” urged Ladybug in a whisper, “we
had better leave.”
“Are you sure that we can’t—?” offered Herbie.
“GO AWAY!” came the voice, louder this time.
Herbie thought a rhyme might help the situation. He tapped his left foot.
My name is Herbert Peabody
I see you like to eat
Muffins from Theo’s bakery
They are a yummy trea—
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“GO AWAY NOW!” came the voice. “OR ELSE!”
“Er … well, in that case I am sorry to have
bothered you. Goodbye,” said Herbie and reluctantly headed down the stairs with Ladybug
and back across the dusty grounds feeling very
disappointed. All he wanted to do was plant
more flowers to help Bee’s family and make the
Huffelton House gardens beautiful again, but it
seemed The Voice That Belongs To Nobody was
too mean to welcome back the magic of Mrs
Huffelton’s garden.
It was a quiet drive back to Mulberry Tree Farm.
As they hopped out of the car, they saw Bee.

Herbie’s shoulders drooped.
“Herbie, are you all right?” asked Bee.
“Er, um …” Herbie started. He wanted to share
3 5
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some helpful information with Bee about her
grandmother, but there was nothing to tell.
“We’ve just been to Huffelton House,”
explained Ladybug.
“Really?” asked Bee hopefully.
“Er, yes,” said Herbie, “but we couldn’t find out
anything about your grandmother’s beehive. The
Voice That Belongs To Nobody wouldn’t talk to
us. Even my rhyme didn’t help. I’m sorry, Bee.”
“Oh,” said Bee quietly. “Well, thank you for trying. That’s more than anyone has ever done for
my family. Herbie, I need to ask you something.”
“Yes, of course.”
“Are there any other vegetable patches or gardens close by?”
“There is one at Huffelton School.”
“Yes, I’ve seen that one. A friend has a hive at the
other side of Huffelton and often visits there. You
see, your big, big vegetable patch is excellent for pollen, but my family will soon need more. We were
hoping that there was another garden nearby; otherwise we may have to think about moving again.”
“Oh no,” said Herbie sadly. Not only was he
unable to find out about the disappearing
3 6
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garden at Huffelton House for Bee, but now
his new neighbour might be moving. He felt his
mouth start to droop to match his shoulders.
“Oh, Herbie,” said Ladybug. “Sometimes
things don’t turn out as they plan, but you can
always keep trying.”
“Yes, I suppose,” replied Herbie glumly. But he
didn’t feel like trying again at all.
They said goodbye and Herbie slowly headed
back to the cottage to make a pot of teapot
tea. He had to make a delivery of corn to Theo
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Knead-a-lot’s famous bakery in town tomorrow,
and Bee had prepared a special batch of honey
for Herbie to collect and take for a new recipe
that Theo was making: strawberry and honey
muffins.
“I wish The Voice That Belongs To Nobody
had been more helpful,” sighed Herbie.
And he finished his tea, made some dinner
and went to bed. Things were not good.

3 8
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Theo’s clue

A

s the sun rose over Mulberry Tree Farm,
the rooster crowed his morning call, waking Herbie from an uneasy sleep. After
breakfast, Herbie pulled on his green Wellington boots and headed out to the big vegetable
patch with his basket to gather the corn. It was
a beautiful sunny day, and some of Bee’s family
were buzzing around the pumpkin flowers.
Next stop was the beehive. Herbie had visited
a beekeeper nearby, who had shown him how to
collect honey without upsetting the bees. Herbie put on some beekeeping gloves and a mask
and carefully collected the honey that Bee had
prepared.
“I hope Theo likes our honey,” said Bee. “Have
a safe trip into town!”
3 9
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“Thank you,” said Herbie, trying to smile. He
was still feeling quite miserable about everything that had happened. The Voice That
Belongs To Nobody had been most unhelpful,
and, if that wasn’t enough, his new friend didn’t
have enough flowers for the family hive.
As Herbie shuffled over to his rumbling green
4 0
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truck, he suddenly had an idea. His left foot
started tapping.
Today my trip to Huffelton
Is a “To do” list for me
I’m off to visit Theo
But it’s more than a delivery.
Then Herbie’s left foot started stomping.
I’ll ask about his deliveries
And where he takes them to
And which ones went to Huffelton House
It could provide a clue.
Herbie carefully put the honey down and then
he started jumping.
If Theo does know something
I’ll try to find out more
It might be that he holds the key
To that voice from behind the door
And with that, he felt his sad face turn back
4 1
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the right way into a happy face. He picked up
the honey and carefully placed it on the front
seat with the corn and set off to accomplish
his plan.

Soon he was at Theo’s famous bakery and he
parked his truck outside and headed in with his
delivery.
“Hello, Herbert!” boomed Theo. He was a very
friendly baker and he was always happy to see
Herbie.
“Hello, Theo. Here’s your delivery. The honey
collecting went very well.”
“Wonderful, Herbert. I can’t wait to get baking, and I think I will bake a recipe that I used
a long time ago.”
“Did you ever make deliveries to Huffelton
House?”
4 2
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“Why, yes, I did!”
“Did you happen to use special boxes for—?”
“For the deliveries? Indeed, I did!” interrupted
Theo enthusiastically. He was sometimes a little
too enthusiastic, especially if he was telling a
story. “The deliveries would be put into special boxes for Mrs Huffelton. She would order
banana and honey muffins every week as a treat
for Miss Tidy, the housekeeper. Miss Tidy was
my best customer for those muffins.”

“And what happened to the Huffeltons and
Miss Tidy?” asked Herbie, managing to get a
word in.
“I know that the Huffeltons moved away, but
Miss Tidy … I’m not sure, Herbert. After the
4 4
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Huffeltons left, I never saw Miss Tidy again, and
I never received any more orders for those muffins. She must have gone away too.”
“How odd!” said Herbie thoughtfully.
“Yes, it is rather. Well, thank you for the delivery, Herbie. This honey looks amazing, just like
the Huffelton House honey I collected all those
years ago. Now, please take a scone with you for
your trip back to Mulberry Tree Farm.”
Herbie thanked Theo and made his way back
to his green truck, thinking about everything
that Theo had told him.

4 5
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A

s Herbie headed back to his rumbling green
truck, he thought about how Theo had
mentioned Miss Tidy. She had been Theo’s
best customer, she loved honey and she had disappeared, just like the garden.
Suddenly Herbie’s left foot started tapping.
The grounds at Huffelton House
Were once a lovely place
What if they could be restored
Into a magical garden space?
Then his left foot started stomping.
If I could plant some flowers
And fix up the veggie patch
4 7
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The garden would come back to life
It’s a plan I HAVE to hatch.
Then he started bouncing.
Bee would have more pollen
And wouldn’t have to move away
I’d keep my new neighbours
Because her family could stay.
And then he started jumping.
Yo, grow!
Yo, grow,
Yeah, grow,
Yo, GROW!
And he jumped high in the air, so high that he
almost dropped his scone.
“Right,” said Herbie, still forming his plan. “I
need to make an appointment to see Huffelton’s
new mayor. I’ll ask if she can arrange for some
gardening equipment to be delivered to Huffelton House so that I can restore the garden. If I
4 8
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volunteer to fix it, it will take some time, but I
will be able to do it!”
Herbie’s heart felt happy as it filled with hope
and he set off to make an appointment to see
Mayor Veronica Busy, whose office was at the
town hall. Herbie ate his delicious scone, dusted
the crumbs from the green pocket on his overalls and headed over.
Herbie looked both ways for any traffic, and
when the road was clear he crossed and went
up the stone stairs of the town hall, which was
painted yellow, and into the foyer.
The town hall was very grand with a ceiling so
high that you had to lift your head all the way
up so you could to see the top. It was painted
dark blue with a white centre from which hung
a big sparkling chandelier. Herbie walked along
a wide corridor off to the left and saw
a shiny brass plate on the door of the
second room.
“ ‘The Office of Mayor V Busy’,”
read Herbie. “This is the exact
place I needed to find!”
In he went to find Mayor
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Busy’s secretary, who had a shiny brass nameplate just like the sign on the door.
“Can I help you?” asked Mr Archibald B.
Keeper.
“Hello, I’m Herbert Peabody. I wanted to make
an appointment to see Mayor Busy.”
“You are in luck,” said Mr Keeper. “Mayor Busy
is free. I will call her to announce you.”
“Excellent!” Herbie smiled. Things were going
well!
Mr Keeper picked up his phone. “Hello, Mayor
Busy. I have a Mr Herbert Peabody here to see
you.”
“Splendid!” came a loud voice through the
phone. “Send Mr Peabody in!”
Mayor Busy was Theo Knead-a-lot’s cousin,
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and they had both inherited cheery personalities and rather loud voices.
In Herbie went. Mayor Busy’s office was a very
grand room too, and the walls were covered in red
and gold wallpaper with a very fancy fan design.
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“Hello, Mr Peabody!” said Mayor Busy, shaking hands wholeheartedly.
“Hello, Mayor Busy,” said Herbie.
“Now, what brings you here today?” Mayor
Busy asked as they both sat down on big red
velvet-covered chairs.
“I am planning to restore the gardens at
Huffelton House,” said Herbie. “I’d like to
arrange some garden supplies to be delivered
there.”
“What wonderful news!” exclaimed Mayor
Busy. “Who were you able to speak with? No
one has ever managed to make contact with
anyone there!”
“Well, you see, I haven’t really spoken to
anyone,” said Herbie, “but I figured I would volunteer my time and fix the garden for The Voice
That Belongs To Nobody.”
“Oh, I see,” started Mayor Busy, much less animated. “Mr Peabody, I’m sorry to say that is not
possible.”
“Oh, dear,” said Herbie. Suddenly he wasn’t
feeling as lucky.
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“The Huffeltons moved and the house was
never sold, and nobody knows what became of
their housekeeper, Miss Tidy. If you were to go
in and start making changes to the garden, it
would be trespassing.”
“I understand,” said Herbie, feeling very bewildered. But as he went to hop out of the big red
velvet chair, he thought of something.
“WAIT!” he exclaimed. “What if The Voice
That Belongs To Nobody is Miss Tidy? What
if she was left all alone and was too scared to
answer the door?”
“Er, Mr Peabody?” asked Mayor Busy, somewhat surprised at Herbie’s outburst.
“What if I took one of Theo’s special banana
and honey muffins over to her, like the ones
that were delivered in all those boxes, so she
knows I want to help?”
By this time, Mayor Busy was so confused
that for once she was unable to speak.
“Thank you, Mayor Busy! I know what needs
to happen! Now I just need to put together a
big plan!”
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And with that, he popped out of the big red
velvet chair, shook Mayor Busy’s hand and hurried out to make a start on his big plan.
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The big plan: Part One

H

erbie was standing at the big iron gates of
Huffelton House with a very special package he and Theo had put together. Herbie
gave the gates a good shake. The latch lifted, the
hinges creaked and as the gates slowly swung
open, he entered and headed up to Huffelton
House.
Through the dusty grounds he went, up to
the porch and to the front door. The chain was
still where Herbie had dropped it amongst the
old muffin boxes, and the big old brass bell sat
silently.
Herbie knocked three times on the door.
Nobody answered. He knocked again, four
times now. Still there was nothing.
“Hello!” called Herbie. “Is anyone home?”
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No one answered.
“Hello!”
“GO AWAY!” crackled The Voice That Belongs
To Nobody.
“Oh, please, do let me in!”
“Leave me ALONE!” This time the voice wasn’t
so loud. It just sounded very croaky.
“All right then. But I have a delivery to make
from Theo Need-a-lot’s famous bakery. It is a
freshly baked banana and honey muffin.”
There was a short crackling sound, but this
time The Voice That Belongs To Nobody didn’t
tell Herbie to go away.
“And it is in a box, just like the ones that are
in this pot.”
Herbie thought this time that a rhyme might
help and his left foot started tapping.
This muffin that I’m holding
Is one of Theo’s recipes
It’s made with delicious honey
From my new neighbour, Bee.
Then Herbie’s left foot started stomping.
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It’s still warm from the oven
And it looks very yummy
So if you do not want it
It will end up in my tummy!
The muffin did smell very delicious, and Herbie
was feeling quite hungry. For just a moment, he
didn’t really mind if The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody didn’t answer the door. But as he was
about to take the first bite, he remembered that
he’d already had one of Theo’s scones, and one
treat was enough for one day. Reluctantly he placed
the muffin in the pot on top of the old boxes.
Herbie felt frustrated. Part One of his big plan,
which was to talk to The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody, was not working. And if Part One didn’t
work, neither could Part Two, which was to fix
the garden and plant flowers for Bee’s family.
“Well, I’ll leave the muffin here in this pot for
you in case you would like to eat it later,” called
Herbie loudly in the direction of the curtain. “It’s
the same recipe that Theo Knead-a-lot used when
he baked with the honey from the beehive that
used to be in this garden here at Huffelton House.”
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As he started towards the porch steps, Herbie
began to feel annoyed and sad, all at the same
time. His shoulders drooped as he turned to
walk down the stairs back to his truck. But just
then, Herbie heard a noise.
“Ah-choo!” came a crackly sneeze from behind
the door.
Herbie turned around. Some keys jingled and
then the brass lock creaked as it turned. The
door slowly opened. Herbie was glued to the
spot. He was about to meet The Voice That
Belongs To Nobody. Was The Voice big? Was
The Voice scary? Would The Voice yell at him?
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“Thank you for Theo’s muffin,” came a quiet
voice, and as the door opened a very little lady
stood in the doorway. She wasn’t big, she wasn’t
scary and she was holding a very old megaphone.
“You are very kind to bring me something
from Theo’s famous bakery,” she said.
Herbie wasn’t sure where to start.
“Well, thank you,” she said. “I’d best be off now.”
But wait! cried Herbie. But it was only in his
head and he couldn’t make any words come out.
It was like a bad dream. Here he was with the
one chance to make his plan happen and he
was wasting it!
“Goodbye then,” said the little lady.
Herbie opened his mouth, but he couldn’t
make a sound. As she turned to go inside, Herbie felt his plan slipping away with her.
The door slowly swung to close, and just as
the little lady was about to disappear forever,
she stopped and pulled out her handkerchief.
“Ah-CHOO!”
“Er, er, bless you!” Herbie finally managed to
say. “Please … wait! There is something very
important that I want to ask you.”
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“Well, I am in a hurry, so I’d better—”
Herbie knew it wasn’t polite to interrupt
people, but this was too important to allow the
little lady to disappear again.
“Iwanttoaskyouaboutthegardenthatdisappeared!”
blurted Herbie.
The two of them stood there, not saying a
thing.
“I saw you … at the old vegetable patch …”
started the little lady sadly.
“You did?” asked Herbie gently. “I was only trying to be helpful and I’m sorry if you thought I
was prying.”
The little lady looked at him with very sad
eyes.
“I know you mean well,” she said quietly. “Perhaps you would like to come in and I can make
us a pot of tea.”
Herbie couldn’t quite believe what was happening! He followed the little lady inside and
stood in the entrance hall while she disappeared
through a doorway.
Soon enough she reappeared. “Please sit
down,” said the lady as she shuffled in with
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a tray that held a silver teapot and two white
china cups and saucers. She showed Herbie into
a large, grand sitting room. Herbie counted five
purple couches and seven lamps! Two paintings
hung opposite each other on the walls. One was
of a lady and one was of a man and they were
wearing old-fashioned clothes.

“My name is Herbert Peabody,” said Herbie.
“I’m Miss Tidy,” said the lady. “I am the
housekeeper for Mr and Mrs Huffelton, whose
portraits are on the wall.”
“So you are The Voice That Belongs To Nobody!”
blurted Herbie. And he wished that he hadn’t
because Miss Tidy started to look very sad.
“I’m very sorry. I didn’t mean to say that,” said
Herbie.
“Yes, I am The Voice That Belongs To Nobody.
You see, Herbert, Mr and Mrs Huffelton left this
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house to me when they moved away many years
ago. The garden became very hard for me to look
after on my own and flowers make me sneeze
so I couldn’t look after the plants. Soon Mrs
Huffelton’s magic touch disappeared. There
were no flowers and the bees stopped visiting;
the beautiful beehive disappeared and so did
the amazing vegetable patch.”
Miss Tidy stopped talking and looked at the
floor.
“I was very scared that the people of Huffelton
would be cross at me for letting the garden die,
so I found an old megaphone and put on a voice
to try to scare away anyone who visits.”
“Now I understand,” said Herbie gently. “Miss
Tidy, you are not The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody, and I think you might be about to
become a hero in Huffelton. Come on, we have
some work to do.”
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The big plan: Part Two

H

erbie and Miss Tidy were making their way
towards the yellow Town Hall when they
saw Mayor Busy coming down the steps.
She beamed a smile to greet Herbie, and then
beamed another one at who he was with.
“Good afternoon, Herbie. And good afternoon,
Madam,” said Mayor Busy.
“Good afternoon,” said Herbie. “May I introduce Miss Tidy, the housekeeper for Mr and
Mrs Huffelton.”
“From Huffelton House!” said Mayor Busy.
“Why, can it be …? Is it true …? I have heard so
many stories about you … ”
Herbie flinched. He didn’t want Miss Tidy to
be reminded about The Voice That Belongs To
Nobody. He desperately wanted to change the
6 7
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subject but before he could think of anything,
Mayor Busy continued.
“… and they are all wonderful! It is an honour
to meet you!”
Miss Tidy smiled and so did Herbie!
“Thank you,” she said.
“We’re here to look at the garden plans of
Huffelton House. Miss Tidy believes there is
a copy of them in The History of Huffelton
Room,” said Herbie. “Miss Tidy wants to restore
the gardens and I am going to help her.”
“What wonderful news!” said Mayor Busy. “I’m
very interested in history and restoring things.
Perhaps you didn’t know but my house was the
second house ever built in Huffelton. The front
step is made of stone, and it dips in the middle
from all the years of people walking on it. Some
people think I should build a new step, but I like
it just the way it is. Now, if you will come with
me, I believe I know where you will find what
you are looking for.”
Herbie and Miss Tidy nodded in agreement.
The three of them made their way through
the foyer, past Mayor Busy’s office and down a
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hallway to a room with big French doors. There
was a shiny brass plaque that said:

They went in and Mayor Busy showed them
a very large bookcase that went all the way up
to the ceiling. It was so tall that it even had a
ladder you could climb to reach the top.
“These are the archives of the town plans. I
believe the garden plans are in here.”
Herbie looked up as far as he could. He did a
quick count and figured there would be more
than one hundred shelves!
“Thank you, Mayor Busy,” said Herbie, feeling
quite worn out already at the thought of having
to go through each shelf.
“Don’t worry, Herbert. I think if the three of
us make a start, we’ll soon find the plans,” said
Mayor Busy reassuringly.
And so they began to look. Herbie climbed
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the ladder at one end to the highest shelf, Mayor
Busy began looking at the bottom on the other
end and Miss Tidy started in the middle.
After a little while, Miss Tidy called out, “I
think I recognise this handwriting!”
Herbie carefully climbed down the ladder,
and Mayor Busy stood up and came over to see.
Miss Tidy held a large roll of paper. There was
some fancy writing on one end. It read:
“A bouquet of flowers is not enough,
so here is a garden full for you.”
“This is Mr Huffelton’s writing!” exclaimed Miss
Tidy. “This was the note that he wrote to Mrs
Huffelton when he had the garden made for her
so she could add her special touch!”
Miss Tidy began to hand the roll to Herbie.
“Please, Miss Tidy, you open it.”
She carefully untied the light blue ribbon
that kept the roll from unravelling and slowly
opened it. There, in faint pencil, were the garden
plans for Huffelton House, with the additions
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of the beehive and vegetable patch made by Mrs
Huffelton herself!
“Oh, Herbie, Mayor Busy!” said Miss Tidy with
happy eyes. “This is just wonderful! Perhaps
now I can finally make right what I let go!”
Mayor Busy was ecstatic, and Herbie felt so
happy that he made up a little rhyme, just for
himself.
With the mystery of the garden
I had to make a plan
I learned I should keep going
And now I know I can!
Miss Tidy clapped her hands as she looked
over the plans for the garden. “Oh yes, I remember now.” She smiled. “This is how the garden
was when I first came to take care of Huffelton House. Do you really think you and I can
restore it, Herbie?”
“I think so,” said Herbie. “Mayor Busy, it would
be most helpful if we could get a copy of the
plans. There is a lot of work to do, but I’m sure
we can do it.”
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Mayor Busy beamed. “Of course, Herbert.
That can certainly be arranged. I will have a
copy made and if it would suit the two of you,
I will deliver the plans to Huffelton House on
Saturday at ten o’clock in the morning.”
And with a mischievous grin, Mayor Busy
reached for her phone and started to type a
message.

10
A secret

H

erbie dropped Miss Tidy home and took a
happy drive back to Mulberry Tree Farm.
He rumbled up the driveway and parked
his green truck; then he raced around to the
vegetable patch.
“Bee! Ladybug! Worm!” he called. “I have exciting news!”
They buzzed and fluttered and wiggled over as
quickly as they could. Herbie’s left foot started
tapping.
The Voice That Belongs To Nobody
Is no longer a mystery
Rather it’s Miss Tidy
Making magic with history!
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And then his left foot started stomping.
Worm, Ladybug and Bee
If I hadn’t talked to you
I wouldn’t have felt encouraged
And may not have seen this through.
And then he started bouncing.
So my dearest friends
This wasn’t only me
It was all of us together
Who helped this come to be.
Then Worm wiggled, Ladybug flapped, Bee
buzzed and Herbie jumped.
Yo, grow!
Yo, grow,
Yeah, grow,
Yo, GROW!
And they all ended with a very big jump to
celebrate solving the mystery.
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“Herbie, that’s amazing! We will be able to
stay!” cried Bee.
“What wonderful news!” exclaimed Worm.
“We knew you could do it!” Ladybug beamed.
“It was a team effort,” said Herbie. “And it all
starts on Saturday when Mayor Busy delivers a
copy of the garden plans to Miss Tidy and me. I
am not sure I will be able to wait!”
He said goodbye and headed into the cottage
to make himself a very well-deserved pot of teapot tea. He wasn’t sure how on earth he would
be able to wait for Saturday, but soon enough
it arrived and the rooster crowed his morning
call on Mulberry Tree Farm. But Herbie was
already awake. He was too excited to sleep! He
popped out of bed, dressed himself and headed
to the kitchen to make some muesli with nuts
and honey, and a pot of teapot tea.
After breakfast, he took the Huffelton News
and went outside to sit on the wooden bench
under the mulberry tree. He looked at his watch
and it was still only half-past seven. He could
hardly bear it! He read some more and when
he was done reading, he took the newspaper
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back inside, pulled on his Wellington boots and
headed to the big vegetable patch.
Worm and Ladybug were talking next to the
pumpkin flowers. But as Herbie came closer,
they suddenly went quiet.
“Hello, Ladybug. Hello, Worm,” said Herbie
excitedly.
Ladybug and Worm just looked at each other
and smiled.
“I’m very happy this morning!” continued Herbie. “Miss Tidy and I will receive the plans for
Huffelton House gardens and we can start to
restore them!”
Ladybug and Worm grinned. Herbie thought
it was a little strange that his friends kept smiling at him and then each other, but he was too
excited to ask what was going on. His plans that
would allow Bee to stay and for the garden at
Huffelton House were about to happen!
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“Well, I had better get going. Ladybug, would
you like to come along?”
“Yes, that would be fun!” she finally responded.
“Have either of you seen Bee? I thought she
might like to come along too.”
“Er … um … ” chuckled Worm. “I think Bee is
… er … busy visiting …”
“Flowers!” finished Ladybug.
“Yes, flowers,” nodded Worm, trying very hard
not to giggle.
Herbie didn’t really see why it was so funny
that Bee was busy visiting flowers, but he had
other things on his mind, such as getting to
Huffelton House on time to meet Mayor Busy
with the plans.
“Okay, Ladybug. Let’s go!”
Into the rumbling green truck they hopped,
and down the white pebbly driveway they drove.
Herbie’s big plan was starting!
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Ready, set …

T

here seems to be a lot of traffic heading to
Huffelton this morning,” remarked Herbie as
he and Ladybug bumbled along in the rumbling green truck. A steady line of cars drove
in front of them. Herbie noticed that the car
directly in front of them was packed to the brim
with empty pots. As they continued around the
bend past Huffelton Lake, Herbie saw the second car in front had two rakes poking out the
window, and the car in front of that was towing
a trailer filled with dirt.
Herbie put on his indicator to turn into the
sports ground towards Huffelton House, as did
all the cars in front of them.
“There must be a garden show on at the
school,” said Herbie.
8 3
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Ladybug looked straight ahead, trying not to
giggle.
As Herbie turned the rumbling green truck
into the grounds he was greeted with a very big
sign:

Underneath the sign were Theo Knead-a-lot,
Clementine and Digby standing behind a very
well-stocked cake stall. And, next to the cake
stall were the Huffelton Brumbies, the children
from Huffelton School and their parents, and
all the people who lived in Huffelton.
“Oh, this is wonderful!” exclaimed Herbie.
As Herbie parked his truck, Bee landed on the
roof.
“Herbie! You are a hero!” she said, buzzing
with excitement.
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“Yes!” said Ladybug. “We heard that Mayor
Busy was very impressed with the way you took
the time to find out the real reason about the
disappearing garden at Huffelton House.”
“It was really nothing,” mumbled Herbie as he
began to blush. He was very modest and didn’t
feel as though he had done anything to deserve
all of this attention, especially from Mayor Busy.
“Mayor Busy told Theo, and Theo made a flyer
to put up in his famous bakery, explaining what
you did! Mayor Busy made copies and posted
them in all the shops and on the Town Hall
noticeboard,” said Bee.
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“Then the whole town was talking about what
you were planning to do, Herbie,” said Ladybug.
“Everyone wanted to help so Theo, Clementine
and Digby arranged this busy bee. Everyone is
here and ready to do whatever you and Miss
Tidy need done!”
Herbie was so happy that all he could do was
smile. And he smiled so much that his eyes
crinkled up.
A beam of sunshine caught one of the windows on the tower of Huffelton House, and just
for a moment, the magic was there to see.
“Uncle Herbie!” cried Clementine as she ran
over to hug her uncle. “You’re here! Everyone,
here’s Uncle Herbie!”
Everyone clapped as Herbie headed over. Theo
handed him a banana and honey muffin and
together they walked up to the porch. Herbie
saw that it was no longer empty. There were
three chairs with colourful cushions placed
around a table with a red tablecloth. Next to
that was a long bench with a picnic rug draped
over one end.
“Would you like a cup of teapot tea?” a friendly
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voice asked. It was Miss Tidy carrying a tray
with a teapot and teacups, and Digby’s friend
Sebastian followed with a plate of scones and
jam and cream. Behind them was Mayor Busy
holding a copy of the garden plans.
“Oh, thank you!” said Herbie. As he drank his
tea and ate a scone, Mayor Busy placed the plans
on the bench so they could see what needed to
be done.
Everyone gathered around the porch holding
their rakes, spades and pots. Mayor Busy had
arranged for the town gardeners to deliver five
truckloads of plants and there were seven trailers full of crumbly dirt.
“All right!” Herbie announced as he took the
last sip of his teapot tea. “Let’s GROW!”
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Yo, Grow!

T

he Huffelton House Busy Bee had begun!
Clementine and Digby helped mark where
the apple trees were to be planted, Henrietta arranged pots for the lily pond and Mayor
Busy marked out the hedge maze. The town
gardeners helped everyone with the planting
and watering of the new plants, and Miss Tidy
was very busy making cups of tea for everyone.
Herbie and Bee went to find the place where
the rose garden needed to be planted. Herbie
took the plans and paced twenty steps across
from the hedge maze and then fifteen paces to
the right.
“From my calculations, the rose garden would
have been planted here,” said Herbie.
“Looking at these plans,” said Bee, “there were
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three circles of rose bushes and the beehive was
in the very middle.”
Herbie took six paces towards the middle as
Bee buzzed over. The sun shone onto the dirt
and caught the edge of something shiny. Herbie
bent down and brushed the dirt with his hand.
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There in the dust was a plaque with two words
engraved in very neat writing:

“Oh, Herbie!” cried Bee. “This was the sign at
my grandmother’s front door. She described it
to me once and this is exactly how I imagined
it would be.”
Herbie dusted off the plaque. “Well, Bee,
your grandmother will be very proud of you for
remembering the stories she told you.”
“It’s very exciting to think that a new beehive
will soon be here. My grandmother might move
back!”
“You don’t want to move again, back to where
your family was?” asked Herbie.
“No, Herbie,” replied Bee. “I have made my
own home in the hive at Mulberry Tree Farm
and I am very happy to be where I am.”
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“Yes, home is a very special place, and Mulberry Tree Farm is a very special home,” said
Herbie.
After Herbie had dug the circles for the roses
with his long-handled shovel, he went to get a
cup of tea. Miss Tidy was resting on one of the
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seats on the porch. Mayor Busy had taken a rest
from digging the hedge maze.
“Oh, Herbie, Mr and Mrs Huffelton would be
so happy to see what is going on here today,”
said Miss Tidy.
“Miss Tidy, I think they would be very proud
of you. Sometimes it isn’t easy to let others help
you.”
“That’s right,” agreed Mayor Busy, smiling at
Herbie.
Herbie blushed, but he felt happy that Mayor
Busy was so pleased with what he’d done so he
smiled back.
“I just wish I had been brave enough to do it earlier,” said Miss Tidy. “I have been thinking about
how I would like to thank everyone in Huffelton for helping restore the gardens at Huffelton
House. I would like to make Huffelton House
Gardens into a park for everyone to enjoy. Those
iron gates look much more welcoming when they
are open and the hedge maze and lily pond are
too lovely for only one person to enjoy.”
“What a kind gesture!” beamed Mayor Busy.
“The town gardeners were telling me how much
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they would love to spend time in here tending
the flowers, and I think Theo will be thrilled to
know he will soon have a beehive from which
he can collect honey for his recipes!”
“Miss Tidy, that is a wonderful idea!” said
Herbie. “And now I am going to make a start
on the vegetable patch. I can up-cycle some of
the stakes and the plant labels that are left over
from the original patch.”
“Now, about the vegetable patch, Herbie,”
started Miss Tidy, “I remember the day that I
saw you tidying where it would have been, and I
could only imagine that it would be restored by
such an expert as you. I would like to donate the
Huffelton House vegetable patch and its produce to all the people of Huffelton. It can serve
as a thank-you to our community.”
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Herbie was so happy that he hugged Miss Tidy
and then he hugged Mayor Busy. And this time
Mayor Busy blushed!
Herbie’s left foot started tapping.
It’s been just amazing
Miss Tidy, meeting you
And restoring this big garden
I never thought it would come true.
Herbie’s left foot started stomping.
People had heard stories
No one knew if they were real
No one had taken time to
Understand how you would feel.
Then Herbie started bouncing.
But with a little bit of magic
This garden soon will be
A place that will be loved by all
Who come along to see.
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By this time, everyone in the garden had heard
Herbie rhyming and they all joined in as Herbie
started jumping.
Yo, grow!
Yo, grow,
Yeah, grow,
Yo, GROW!
And as Herbie jumped high into the air, he
saw Bee and Ladybug buzz and flap in the distance, and he felt very happy that they would all
be able to visit the beautiful gardens and tend
the vegetable patch at Huffelton House whenever they liked.

The End
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I

t was summer, and we stood on the lawn
overlooking the garden at our new home.
The lavender flowers bobbed their purple
heads, and the white hydrangeas were beautiful in the dappled sunlight.
My husband, Nick, looked at me and smiled
cheekily. “Happy Valentine’s Day,” he said. “I
thought I’d skip the bunch of flowers and get
you a garden full instead!”
It was settlement day, and we had become
the custodians of a magical garden with a lush
green lawn, a wisteria-covered archway, and
white and pink roses. We would discover artichokes, hellebores and tulips too.
Nick built a wonderful veggie patch, and
soon it was flowering with an upcoming harvest of seasonal vegetables that would make
Herbert Peabody proud. Tomatoes in summer,
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pumpkins in autumn, cabbages in winter, and
carrots in spring. And we found we had company throughout the year: busy bees would
endlessly toil, buzzing from flower to flower.
We became fascinated with our new constant
companions. I was always wary of bees, if not
a little scared, but the more I watched these
incredible creatures, the more I wanted to learn
about them. Nick, being a honey connoisseur,
was keen to learn too.
And what we learned was astounding. Bees
are an essential part of our food chain. Their
pollination creates the fruits and vegetables
that we enjoy year-round. Without bees our
food chain would become decimated.
Currently, our bees are facing a crisis. Bee
populations are decreasing, and it is unclear
as to why. It’s of great concern, because without bees, food production as we know it will
cease. And that is a scary thought for our
future.
Children are naturally inquisitive, and when
we help them understand the wonders of growing food and the importance of bees, this will
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help to foster an appreciation of the magic that
bees bring about to give us food.
The bees in our garden were the inspiration for Herbert Peabody and the Incredible

Beehive. It is my hope that Herbie and Bee nurture children’s curiosity into food production,
and in doing so bring attention to something
that’s very important: having access to natural
seasonal food for generations to come.
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“To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.”
Audrey Hepburn

